
FUMC ESL 6-6-2022 High Intermediate and Advanced Lesson


Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now. Name one thing you 
planned to do this weekend, but didn't get around to doing.


Breakout groups: Raise your hand if you have...  Tell about your experience.

• has seen a snake in the wild 
• has eaten duck 
• has never dated anyone other than their husband or wife 

• loves broccoli 
• feels cheated because their birthday is near Christmas 
• is terrified of roller coasters 
• has never made a snowman 
• loves horror movies 

*has never swum in the ocean.

Pronouncing T and TH words. Notice the difference in these two sounds. After the 
teacher says the words, you say the words. 

Practice these sentences and sayings.

1. There were thirty thousand thirsty thieves.
2. eighth, ninth, tenth, seventeenth, seventieth, ninth, ninetieth, 
3. For the hundredth time, throw the muddy clothes into the bathtub.
4. Early to bed and early to rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise.
5. Not these things, but those things there.
6. I never thought of thanking them.
7. The loudmouth talked throughout the earthquake.

Review the vocabulary on this page from the Oxford Picture Dictionary. Match the 
numbers to the sentences.

thin - tin thigh - tie thorn - torn fourth - fort

thug - tug both - boat death - debt faith - fate

three - the tree - three than - tan weather - whether

smooth - move thank - think moth - both you - youth

teeth - tooth this - that thrill - through thick - thin

them - there throat - throw tenth - math cloth - clothes

further - farther though - throw through - though the - theory

thorough - through bath - moth math - myth both - oath



1. Which picture shows a blizzard (large snowstorm with high winds)?
2. Which picture shows a tidal wave or tsunami?
3. Which picture shows a drought?  When you have droughts, you can have famine. In a 

famine, there is little food.
4. Which picture shows a tornado (strong circular wind)?
5. Which picture shows a flood?
6. Which picture shows a rescue squad?
7. Which picture shows an avalanche (snow slides down the slope of a mountain)?
8. Which picture shows a volcano?
9. Which picture shows a hurricane? Hurricanes form in the ocean, then move ashore. They 

bring high winds and flooding.
10. An _________________ happens when the ground shakes because the layers of the Earth 

are shifting.

DISCUSS
1-Have you experienced any extreme natural disasters? Tell about them.
2-When I lived in Tokyo, we had an earthquake plan. We had a small bag packed with 
flashlights and some food. My mother told me to run and open the door when the shaking 



started so we wouldn’t be trapped inside. What plans does your family have in the event of a 
disaster?
3-Do you teach your kids what to do in case of an emergency?  What is your plan for getting 
everyone to safety?  Do you have a plan about where to meet if the family gets separated?
4-Are you afraid of thunderstorms and lightning?
5-What natural disaster do people in your country worry most about?  Do people make disaster 
plans?
6-What types of problems do people experience after a natural disaster?
7-Within the next thirty years, the probability of an Earthquake rated 6.7 or below will occur in 
Californiais 60%. Would that knowledge prevent you from living in California?
8-With climate change, the probability of more natural disasters is very high. Melting glaciers will 
result in higher sea levels. More hurricanes will result in more flooding and damage to buildings 
and roads. Do you think the world is well prepared for these disasters?
9-Texas can have a lot of flooding during storms. You may hear, "Turn around, don't drown." 
This saying is to prevent you from driving into water that is across a road. In a fire we're told to, 
"stop, drop and roll". What other sayings do you know that may help save your life in a disaster?

Read this article, one paragraph at a time. Tell what the words in bold text mean. After you 
reach each paragraph, describe what is happening in your own words.

Almost Swept Away in a Flood--Then a stranger 
swept in.

In storm-ravaged Santa Clarita, California, last 
March, Margarito Martinez approached Road Runner 
Road carefully. A swollen creek had flooded it. 
Martinez, driving a Toyota SUV, figured he’d be OK. 
Big mistake.

Halfway across, the rushing waters grabbed hold of 
his vehicle, sweeping it off the road and washing it 
down a rocky streambed. It finally stopped 80 feet 
away, when the water somehow lifted the SUV and 
wedged it in the ground at a 45-degree angle. 
Bruised, shaken, and trapped inside with the muddy 
water rising quickly, Martinez was certain he was 
going to die.

On the road right behind Martinez were a party-rental 
delivery worker and his niece. They watched the 

horror unfold, and when Martinez’s SUV came to rest in 
the middle of the gushing creek, the man leaped into action. 



First, he grabbed heavy-duty straps from the back of his van and secured the teetering SUV 
to nearby posts. Then he climbed atop Martinez’s vehicle and banged on a rear window with his 
fists. Frustrated, he turned to his niece and yelled, “Give me a rock!”

Over and over he smashed the rock into the window, to no avail. “We were scared that 
something else was going to come down and take the SUV, take him, take my uncle,” Krystina 
Reyes, 27, told the newsman. 

Reyes’s uncle shouted to Martinez to move away from the window. He braced himself—right 
foot on the spare tire, left in the wheel well. He leaned back and threw the rock. Finally, the 
glass broke and the man kicked in the remaining shards. Soon, a soaked Martinez emerged 
through the window frame, and the men escaped to dry land.

“God is great,” an emotional Martinez said later. “I surrendered to him to save me.” And he 
saved Martinez by sending a determined, anonymous delivery driver.


